Exploring for Medicinal Plants in the South Pacific
Ctd:

At the conclusion of this talk - it was too conversational t
a lecture we were shown colour slides taken by Mr Uhe in the
of Tahiti New Caledonia, Norfolk Island, Lord Howe Island an
we appreciated very much his descriptions both humorous and
during the screening. A vote of thanks was proposed by Mr Wa
said that in his opinion "it was one of the best lectures we
This was carried by hearty ac
L.W. Butler

C H A R O P H Y T E S
"The New Zealand "Stoneworts

For the September lecture I had the pleasure of introducing
plants quite new to the vast majority of members - and indee
professional botanists They, have been passed over by both a
and botanists dealing with the higher plants, and they fall
somewhere, owned by few and usually quite neglected so here'
to make some new discoveries! They are quite distinctive and
confused.
They are a very ancient group of plants with a fossil record
way back into the Lower Devonian at least, when the "spores"
like those we see today, were preserved. Most botanists incl
with the Green algae, of which they are among the largest fr
examples, They have been regarded as a separate division of
kingdom by some devotees - hence the oft used term "Charophy
The male reproductive organ the antheridium is particularly

The plant body is relatively simple, with a thread-like axis
(though sometimes to thick and regular whorls of lateral bra
arising at "nodes" along the "stem, They can be likened to th
"horsetails,"and were in fact called Equisetum in pre-Linnean
The common name "stonewort" arises from the limey covering a
certain species of the large genus. Chara,and have in fact been used for
scouring - the "chara" was used by the people of Lyons, who f
locally, and use them to scour their plates clean some centu
(Wod), It was suggested by the audience that perhaps the hous
"char" got her name from the same root!
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I cannot go into great detail here on

These plants first attracted my attention as a boy,

As with all botanical material one should aim to

The plant is anchored in the ground by small
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often enveloped in numerous small cells in the genus Chara,which can
invariably be used to distinguish Chara from the other major genus
Nitella in Europe. Here we must look at the "crown" on top of the
egg cell Which is made up of one tier of cells in Chara, and two
tiers in Nitella. The branching pattern is usually quite distinctive
however. Nitella is usually a more delicate soft plant with the
branchlets forked, and of course no envelope of cells round the
stem or branches, just the bare cells
Further details and drawings might best be
kept for a future booklet, as it is difficult to reproduce cell
structure on the inferior grades of paper available to us for
stencilling I will endeavour to get a drawing to illustrate their
general appearance however so that you can spot these plants
(see plate at the end)
I would be very pleased to receive material at any time,and hope
you will keep a sharp eye open in all waters you visit
Hints on Collection etc

You may expect to find them in any bodies of clean water no
by other plants. They may be gathered by hand where they oc
the edge of shallow waters or pulled out with a simple wire
from deeper water. Those of you with some sort of craft cou
up all sorts if you throw a grab over when you're on some lak
Specimens are best put straight into plastic bags, in which
will keep for a few days those of you with access to preser
fluid (spirit or formalin) would be advised to put some
representative material (preferably fruiting into tubes or
leak-proof bottles suitable for postage Label clearly as yo
collectVeryattractive herbarium sheets can be made
with a little patience in floating the plant out on to stiff paper
Cover the mount with some non-stick material to dry out such as
muslin or wax-paper, otherwise you will damage the specimen
or removing the top sheet. The plant stays on the sheet on which
you floated it out (use the sink to do the floating}
Done properly a finely branched Nitella is a most beautiful object,
and I consider surpasses the finest feats without my being biased

Should you have access to a microscope then these plants m
ideal subject for tho study of cell structure where quite
power reveals plenty of detail I hope to produce a type th
New Zealand species using a lens only though any
ations should of course be confirmed by comparison with reliable
named material. One should be aware of the fact that the general
form of a species can vary greatly, mostly in size depending on
suitability of the habitat to growth Plants are often stunted in
intense light, and elongated in reduced light lax in stagnant water
(clean) and compact in fast-flowing water. Low water levels and
temporary heat can give excessive spore formation.
I look forward to seeing your finds
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